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Abstract— Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a non-
invasive method to modify behaviour of neurons in the brain.
TMS is applied by running large currents through a coil close
to the scalp. For consistent results it is required to maintain
the coil position within millimetres of the targeted location, but
natural head sway and practitioner fatigue may hinder this.

Serial robots are currently used to assist the application of
TMS. However, their low stiffness limits the performance and
their high moving mass limits the operating speeds for safety
reasons. Since 6-DOF parallel robots combine high stiffness
with low moving mass, they have potential for fast, safe and
accurate positioning required for TMS during activities.

For choosing the safest parallel manipulator, we developed an
evaluation method using robotic safety criteria, including motor
speed, motor acceleration, force transmission, and workspace
accuracy. The method is applied for evaluation and comparison
of the Delta robot with rotation head, the Hexaglide robot, and
the Hexa robot. The Hexa robot shows to have the best safety
characteristics.

This paper also presents the design and evaluation of four
controller strategies for the Hexa robot. These strategies include
the application of a straightforward PID control (PID), a PID
control with Jacobian Feed-Forward (PID J), a PID control
with a Spring Force Control (PID O+) and a combination of
these (PID J O+).

I. INTRODUCTION

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a non-invasive
method which invokes de- or hyper-polarization of the neu-
rons of the brain. TMS is used for diagnosis and treatment
of a wide variety of neurological pathologies [1,2]. The
magnetic stimulation is generated by running large electrical
currents through an iron-centre coil held close to scalp. For
consistent results over repeated stimulations it is needed
to maintain the position of the coil centre within a few
millimetres of the targeted location. Natural head sway
of the subject undergoing TMS and fatigued arms of the
practitioner due to the heavy coil can interfere with the
fulfilment of this requirement.

To increase the accuracy and repeatability of TMS and
to reduce the strain on the clinician, we wish to develop a
robotic system for TMS on subjects in motion, for example
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during upper-extremity exercises and treadmill walking using
exoskeletons.

For such a robot the safety is of utmost importance since
design requires a powerful robotic arm to operate in close
contact with vital parts of the subject (e.g., the head). To
reduce the impact of an electronic, mechanical or software
failure, the robot is required to have low kinetic energy and
low motor power.

Several conventional robots have been used earlier for
TMS, such as the NeuroMate (ISS/IMMI, Sacremento, CA)
[3,4], Adept Viper s850 (Adept Technology, Inc. Livermore,
CA, USA) [5,6], and Kuka KR3 (Ausburg, Germany) [7].
Most systems use optical tracking of the robot and the
subjects head to let the robot position the coil over the desired
location on the scalp. Only one robot specially designed for
TMS application is found in literature [8].

These robots rely on 6-DOF serial manipulators which
have a serial chain of rigid links, connected by revolute
joints, with actuators located at each joint. These serial robots
combine large operational area with high inertia and low
stiffness. To guarantee safety during movement in the vicinity
of the human head, the kinetic energy of the robots is kept
low by the limitation of the maximum speed. With the aim
of TMS stimulation for a human in motion, the combination
of safety and accurate tracking is even more challenging.

Parallel manipulators with 6-DOF have potential for such
tasks as they combine high positional accuracy with low
motion inertia: the motors are mounted on the base and
connected to the end-effector via low mass (closed-chain)
links.

To evaluate the performance of a manipulator, several
methods are available. Most methods focus on acquiring the
largest singularity-free workspace for a certain manipulator
type. The singularity-free workspace can be found numeri-
cally by calculating the position at which the determinant
or the condition number of the Jacobian [9]. Singularity
loci can also be found analytically [10]–[12]. However,
large singularity-free workspace or a dimensionless condition
number does not give information about the performance of
the robot regarding the safety.

The goal of this paper is to propose a method for the
evaluation and comparison of manipulators for safe human
interaction for a specific task. The method therefore consid-
ers characteristics as the required workspace, the accuracy,
motor torques, motor speeds, and motor acceleration.

The paper also presents and evaluates four controller
strategies for the Hexa manipulator. The strategies presented



are: PID control in conjunction with Jacobian based feed-
forward compensation, contact force control, and a combi-
nation of these methods.

First the method is presented, then the selected manip-
ulators for evaluation and comparison are described. The
manipulators are evaluated and compared and the results are
discussed. Subsequently the controller designs are presented
and discussed. s

II. METHOD

In order to make a quantitative comparison among various
robot types or between geometries, a numerical evaluation of
the robotic safety is proposed.

The safety of the robot in each pose can by quantified
using five Robotic Safety Indexes (RSI): the maximum
motor speed, maximum motor acceleration, maximum motor
torque, allowed motor error and the condition number of the
Jacobian.

Together these five measures give a indication of the
kinematic energy on the end-effector, the motor power and
the accuracy within the workspace.

The required motor power can be derived from the max-
imal motor speed and the maximal motor torque. Motor
torque also gives an estimation of the reflected mass from
the end-effector, making it a measure for the kinetic energy
on the end-effector. The allowed motor error gives a measure
for the accuracy of the system. The closeness to singularity
can be estimated from the condition number and the maximal
motor acceleration to show whether the workspace is large
enough.

To calculate the RSIs, first the required workspace and
end-effector speeds, accelerations, forces and toques are
defined. From these end-effector values the resulting motor
values (speed, acceleration, torque and error) can be calcu-
lated using the Jacobian (Equation 1 - Equation 6). The RSIs
are given by the maximum values of these relations.

The Jacobian (J) and its derivative1 ( ˙̄J) are found by partial
first and second-order differentiation of the end-effector pose
to the motor coordinates.

J(X) =


δΘ1

δX1
· · · δΘ1

δXk
...

. . .
...

δΘn

δX1
· · · δΘn

δXk

 (1)

Robotic Safety Indexes are given by the evaluation of the
five relations:

1) The relation between the motor speeds (Θ̇) and the
generalized end-effector velocity (Ẋ).

Θ̇ = JẊ (2)

1The ˙̄J is a n x m x n matrix, with n is the number of DOFs and m the
number of actuators. The calculation each element of Θ̈i is done by matrix
multiplication of each page ( ˙̄Ji) with ẋ and ẋT

2) The relation between the motor acceleration (Θ̈) and
the end-effector acceleration (Ẍ).

Θ̈ = JẌ + ẊT ˙̄JẊ. (3)

3) The relation between the generalized motor force (τ )
and end-effector force (F ).

τ = J−TF (4)

4) The relation between the allowed motor error (εm) and
the end-effector pose error (εee) gives the error transfer.
For this RSI the minimal allowable motor error is taken.

εm = Jεee (5)

5) The closeness to singularity of the matrix can be calcu-
lated by the condition number κ(J) of the Jacobian.

κ(J) = ‖J‖ · ‖J−1‖ (6)

III. MANIPULATOR DESCRIPTIONS

The Robotic Safety Indexes method is applied to the
evaluation and comparison of three parallel robot concepts of
Figure 1: the Delta robot with rotation head, the Hexaglide,
and the Hexa robot.

1) Delta robot with rotation head: The Delta robot with
rotational head (3-RRPaR-RRR)2 consists of a parallel 3-
DOF translational structure (the Delta robot) combined with
a 3-DOF rotational head. The actuators of the rotation head
are located on the moving platform of the Delta robot. This
6-DOF Delta robot has recently been developed for pick-
and-place applications [13] and is used as a surgical tool
[14].

2) Hexaglide: The 6-DOF parallel manipulator Hexaglide
(6-PUS3) uses linear motors to actuate six legs. The position
and orientation of the glider motor can be arranged to
create specific workspaces. The Hexaglide is a simple 6-DOF
parallel structure as only two universal joints per kinematic
chains are used. The manipulator used is for machine milling
applications4.

3) Hexa: The Hexa (6-RUS) manipulator [15] consists
of six articulated kinematic chains. The upper arms are
actuated by rotational motors, which determine the position
and orientation of manipulator platform. Two commercial
applications of this robot type are known, both use the 6-
RUS system for actuation of a flight simulator5.

The 6-DOF parallel manipulator should continuously and
accurately positions the coil to follow the motion of the head.
To compensate for different subjects and stimulation sites a
passive positioning system places this robotic manipulator
at a predetermined height and angle. The required range
of motion, speed and acceleration for the TMS robot are

2The technical name for a robot is given by the subsequent joint types.
(R:Rotational Joints, P: Prismatic Joint,S:Spherical Joint,U: Universal Joint,
Pa Parallelogram structure. Actuated joints are underlined)

3In literature other nomenclature for the Hexaglide are found: 6-PSU and
6-PSS, the functional behaviour is similar. This also applies for the Hexa.

4http://www.iwf.mavt.ethz.ch/
5http://www.servos.com, http://www.fidelityflight.com/



Fig. 1. Three 6-DOF manipulator concepts. Left: Delta robot with rotation
head (FANUC M-3iA/6A). Right top: Hexaglide (IWF, ETH, Zurich). Right
bottom: Hexa motion platform (Servos & Simulations Inc. 710-7).

TABLE I
SPECIFICATION OF THE ACTIVE WORKSPACE OF A TMS ROBOT.

DOF Workspace6 Ẋ Ẍ F εee.
x 0.10 1.50 3.00 10.5 0.5
y 0.10 1.50 3.00 10.5 0.5
z 0.10 1.50 10.0 68.7 0.5

Φx 0.51 4.73 59.7 5.37 13.0
Φy 0.51 4.73 59.7 5.37 13.0
Φz 0.22 4.73 59.7 1.19 -

6The workspace is given by the maximal amplitude of the motion in
each direction. X, y, and z denotes the frontal, lateral and vertical direction.
Φx,Φy , and Φz are the rotations around the respective axes. The required
end-effector velocity is denoted with a Ẋ, the required acceleration by Ẍ,
the end-effector wrench is given by F and end-effector error is given by
εee. The translational workspace, speed, acceleration, wrench and error are
given in, respectively, m, m/s, m/s2, N and mm. The rotational values
are given in rad, rad/s, rad/s2, Nm, and mrad, respectively.

based on literature on head movement [16]–[19] and on
experiments with paraplegic subjects wearing the robotic
exoskeleton LOPES [20]. The required end-effector wrench
is calculated from the maximal acceleration of a typical coil
of 3.5 kg. The resulting end-effector values can be found in
Table I.

For a fair comparison of the performances, the dimensions
of the three robots should be comparable. We chose the
dimensions such that distance between base and end-effector
is 0.6 m in outstretched pose. Since the robot arms can
be manufactured from lightweight carbon tubes the weight
of the moving parts can be neglected with respect to the
weight of the coil. For the Delta robot however, an additional
weight of 4 kg for the rotational head has to be taken into
account, since the motors of the rotation head are moved
during translation. Both the Delta robot and the Hexa use
reduction gears with a gear ratio of 1:35.

IV. EVALUATION AND COMPARISON

For each concept the Jacobian are formulated. The corre-
sponding RSI values are calculated by substituting the values
of Table I into Equation 2-Equation 6. The maximal values
of each RSI at full rotation inside the workspace are shown
in Table II.

TABLE II
THE MAXIMUM ROBOTIC SAFETY INDEXES INSIDE THE OPTIMAL

WORKSPACE OF THE THREE CONCEPTS AT MAXIMAL ROTATION

RSI7 Delta H-G Hexa
1. Θ̇max 1.07 103 4.60 2.22 103

2. Θ̈max 8.40 103 35.3 1.55 104

3. τmax 1.62 9.86 105 1.43
4. εm,min 35.7 3.88 10−5 7.18
5. κ(J) 16.3 1.07 105 127

7The motor speed (Θ̇max), acceleration (Θ̈max), torque(τmax ) and al-
lowed error (εm,min) of the Delta Robot (Delta) and Hexa are respectively
given in rad/s, rad/s2, Nm and mrad for the Hexaglide (H-G) these
are given in m/s, m/s2, N mm. The former manipulator types rely on
rotational actuators while the latter use linear motors.

Because of limited space, only the motor force plots are
shown in Figure 2. The X- and Y-axis of the plot indicate
the position within the slice trough the workspace. The
colours in the generalised force plots are normalized on
the maximal motor force of the three actuators with similar
motor power. The space inside the white box represents the
optimal workspace in which the required motor power is
minimal.

Table II shows that the Delta robot requires lower motor
speed and less acceleration but higher torque to obtain the
same end-effector movement than the Hexa. The allowed
error motor is larger than that of the other concepts. Figure 2
shows that at the top and near the edges of the range of
motion high motor torques are required due to the singu-
larities. The extra mass of the rotation head gives the Delta
robot higher kinetic energy, increasing the required torque
and reducing the intrinsic safety.

High motor torque values appear through the middle of
the workspace of the Hexaglide, revealing a singularity. This
singularity occurs during rotation when multiple kinematic
chains become co-planar with the end-effector. The singular-
ity decreases the robotics safety strongly, making this robot
type unsuitable for the required rotational task.

The XZ-plane of the generalised force plot for the Hexa
shows that total range of motion is smaller than that of the
Delta Robot and Hexaglide, but large enough for required
workspace. The motor torque is more favourable than the
other concepts. The force map reveals a singularity outside
the active workspace of the Hexa, which does not influence
the RSI. Therefore this concept is chosen for optimization
and further design, as the kinetic performance is sufficient
and the robotic safety is the highest, compared to the Delta
robot and the Hexaglide.

Low motor speed, acceleration, torque and error transfer
are desirable for a robotic manipulator. However, Equation 2-
Equation 6 show that there is a trade-off among the RSIs. For
example, a larger motor arm generally leads to a decrease in
the motor speed but also to an increased motor torque and
error.



Fig. 2. The XZ plane of the motor generalised force plots show the maximal motor force over the workspace during maximal desired end-effector rotation.
The space inside the white box represent the optimal workspace. Middle: Hexaglide. Right: Hexa. For the Delta robot and the Hexa the motor force is
given in Nm. For the Hexaglide the force is given in N .

V. CONTROLLER DESIGN

Safe tracking of the head can only be achieved by con-
trolling software that is able to detect and handle errors
and malfunctions. The controller should be robust enough to
reject disturbances and model variations to guarantee stable
control over the required workspace.

The input for the controller is derived from head position
which is measured with the commercially available Visor
TMS neuronavigation system (ANT Neuro B.V., Enschede,
The Netherlands).

A spring is placed between the coil and the manipulator to
ensure a constant contact between the coil and the head, to
prevent collision and to ensure soft human-robot interaction.
The contact force between the coil and the head is monitored
by measuring the spring deflection.

The dynamic properties of the Hexa mechanism are in-
vestigated with the aid of a 3d rigid body model in 20-
sim (Edition 4.1, Controllab Products B.V., Enschede, The
Netherlands).

A. Four Controllers

The disturbances induced by model uncertainties and force
perturbations (e.g. variations in skull contact force), are
expected to be amplified by the non-linear kinematic and
dynamic behaviour of the parallel manipulator. Conventional
controller strategies, such as feedback linearisation and com-
pliance control, use joint-spaced dynamic models to calculate
required motor torques. For some parallel robots, these joint-
spaced models are not available and for others they require
high computation power [9, p. 286], [21], therefore other
strategies are to be used. Four controllers are introduced
to compensate for these disturbances and allow adequate
response times.

1) PID Control: Under the assumption that the non-linear
behaviour is reduced by the reduction gears, a joint spaced
PID controller is proposed (see Figure 3). The root locus
and Nichols charts of the linearised response of the dynamic
model are used to determine the PID values. The controller
parameters are aimed at high stability margins. The stability
can not be proven rigorously for all the possible poses [22]
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and is therefore demonstrated experimentally. The resulting
PID controller values are found to be KP = 8.24, KI = 0.10,
KD = 1 and a tameness factor χ = 0.007.

2) PID with Jacobian Feed-Forward: The knowledge of
the plant (robotic manipulator) can be included into the
control for chain decoupling and compensation of known
disturbances. However, the dynamic and kinematic models
of parallel structures in general require too much computa-
tion time to include into an on-line loop, therefore several
simplifications and assumptions are introduced here.

It is assumed that Coriolis and centrifugal effects have
little or no influence because the required speeds and ac-
celerations are small. The error between the desired and the
actual pose is assumed to be small. Further, it is assumed that
the total moving mass is located at the position of the coil.
These assumptions allow the use of the Jacobian to calculate
the required motor torques.

The corresponding control scheme can be found in Fig-
ure 3, ”Jacobian Feed-Forward”. The required end-effector
wrench is calculated and substituted into Equation 4 result-
ing in Equation 7 which produces the feed-forward torque
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Fig. 4. The trajectory for the evaluation of the controller. The top
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orientation of the coil.

(τFF ). Ẍd denotes the desired end-effector acceleration,
M the generalized mass matrix and G the gravitational
acceleration. The desired spring force Fd

s is added to this
equation to compensate for the spring force disturbance.

J : τFF = J−T
[
M
(
Ẍd + G

)
+ Fd

s

]
(7)

3) PID with Spring Force Control: It may be expected
that the low update frequency and low resolution of the
optical tracking system and the flexible connection of the
markers to the head will induce some pose error. This error
is absorbed by the manipulator spring resulting in an altered
spring force.

To obtain a more constant contact force, the measured
spring Fm

c force is used to change the motion trajectory by
an offset Xd+, allowing safe stimulation regardless of pose
errors (Figure 3, ”Spring Force Control”). The control law is
given by Equation V-A.3, in which Ko is the pose-dependent
virtual stiffness matrix.

O+ : Xd+ = Xd + K−1
o

(
Fd

s −Fm
s

)
(8)

4) PID with Jacobian and Spring Force Control: The
fourth controller presented here is a combination of the three
controllers described earlier. Its control scheme may be found
in Figure 3 by combining all optional components.

B. Controller Evaluation

The four controllers are implemented into 20-sim and
connected a 3d rigid body model. A typical motion profile
for walking is applied to the model. The motion profile
consists of a multisine with frequencies between 1 and 10
Hz and a maximum acceleration of 10 m/s2 (see Figure 4).
The normalized percentage of the tracking error and the
spring force are used as measures for the performance of
the controllers.

The tracking error and spring force are plotted in Figure 5.
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It can be observed that the four controllers all follow the
trajectory within the error margins of Table I. This suggests
that the kinematic model is sufficiently accurate and all the
controllers are stable.

Inspection of the error plot of Figure 5 shows that the
constant gravitational disturbance is compensated by the
integral action of the PID controller. The largest error is
observed during maximal acceleration; the dynamic error.
This error is pose-dependant and results in changed spring
force (Figure 5 bottom).

The addition of the Jacobian Feed-Forward reduces the
dynamic and gravitational error strongly, resulting in a more
constant spring force.

The Spring Force Control reduces the gravitational error,
the spring force variation, but does not result in a reduced
dynamic error.

The combination of the Jacobian Feed-Forward and the
Spring Force Control results in largest error reduction and
the smoothest spring force. Therefore this system is chosen
to be most suitable for controlling the Hexa.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The application of TMS during activities such as treadmill
walking gives need for robotic guided TMS. For this purpose,
a method was presented in this paper to evaluate and compare
parallel robots for safe human interaction.

The method considers the motor speed, motor acceleration,
motor torque, and workspace accuracy as measures for the
robotic safety and quality of the workspace. This method
was applied for evaluation and comparison of the Delta
robot, Hexaglide and the Hexa. The Hexa manipulator was
found to most suitable. be the best of the three for safe
human interaction. This is because the kinetic energy and
consequently the required motor torque was lower than the
other concepts and no singular was found in the required
workspace.



The four controllers for the Hexa manipulator were eval-
uated on the basis of a dynamic model. The controller
using a simple PID control in combination with Jacobian
Feed-Forwarding and Spring Force Control gives adequate
performance during motion patterns similar to head sway of
walking. Simulation showed that the pose accuracy of the
robot was sufficient for TMS stimulation.
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